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Dark, stylish, romantic and sexy,
Email From A Vampire will do for London
what True Blood did for Louisiana.
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–
Love, desire and a trail of cold-blooded murders
Tania de Pré is an ordinary journalist looking for her
next big story. But when she receives an email from
the mysterious, erudite and deeply sensual Tristan
Syhier Burnel – a man alleging himself to be a
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thousand-year old vampire who wants her to publish
his life story – she is plunged into a world of murder,
intrigue and overwhelming sexual desire.
Teaming up with DI Maldini and his CSI team, Tania
and Tristan find themselves on the trail of a
malevolent bloodsucker, who will stop at nothing to
ensure that the secrets of vampirism remain
underground …
EMAIL FROM A VAMPIRE is the gripping new
dark vampire romance crime thriller that will
leave you breathless!
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“Cooper has come up with a cracking debut
novel that fuses crime/mystery with dark
vampire romance very nicely.”
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“The most original vampire novel since
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debut novel by British author Nigel Cooper.”
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“Written beautifully, maintaining pace
throughout, leaving the reader wanting from
one chapter to the next.”

